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Introduction

This summary has been prepared by the 
applicant, Commercial Estates Group (CEG), 
and provides an overview of the hybrid planning 
application for a mixed use development at 
Carlyon Bay. This statement responds to the 
Government’s requirement for major planning 
applications exceeding 100 pages to provide a 
Planning Application Summary (The Development 
Management Policy Annex, March 2010). 

CEG’s vision is to create a world class, year round 
mixed-use development for Carlyon Bay, involving 
high quality design and building technology. 
With an investment of £250m it will be a 
transformational project for the St Austell area and 
Cornwall generally, providing over 500 jobs and 
training programmes. In order to achieve this, 12 
objectives were agreed.

Full details of the hybrid planning application can 
be found in the documents and plans submitted 
to Cornwall Council (February 2011). These 
documents are publicly available at Cornwall 
Council’s One Stop Shop at St Austell and CEG’s 
Information Centre at Carlyon Bay. There is also 
a website where information can be obtained. 
Please refer to page 20 for sources of information 
and a list of the application documents.

Summary of the application

 Agreed objectives:

1 To be sustainable

2 In comparison with the extant scheme, not 
to increase either unit numbers or leisure/
commercial floorspace

3 In comparison with the extant scheme to 
rebalance the quantum of floorspace on 
Crinnis and Shorthorn

4 No beach recharge

5 Ensure sea defences meet 1:200 year level 
of flood protection

6 To achieve a design that is appropriate for 
Cornwall

7 To be a benefit to the local community

8 To provide good public access and access 
for all

9 To provide a variety of landscape areas

10 To increase the size of the beach without 
including beach recharge

11 To prepare an informal development brief

12 To achieve an exemplary visitor 
destination providing social and economic 
enhancements for the St Austell area. 
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Structure of the Summary

 This summary comprises the following 
sections:

1 Background: an introduction to the site 
and its surroundings and a summary of the 
planning history. More detailed information 
on the background of the project can 
be found within Sections 2 and 3 of the 
Planning Statement.

2 The Application: this section describes the 
hybrid planning application and explains the 
planning application documents, including 
the Environmental Statement, and the 
planning application drawings submitted to 
Cornwall Council. 

3 Sustainability: an introduction to the key 
sustainable principles included within the 
proposed development. Further information 
can be found within the Sustainability 
Statement (ES Appendix C3).

4 Consultation and Community 
Involvement: a brief summary of the public 
consultation and how this has influenced 
the emerging design proposals. The wider 
pre-application process is explained in the 
Statement of Community Involvement.

5 Sea Defences and Sandy River: an 
introduction to the requirement for flood 
protection at the site and the design and 
testing of the proposed sea defences.  

More detailed information can be found 
within the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA)  
(ES Appendix D1).

6 Economics and Regeneration: a brief 
introduction into the social and economic 
benefits of the project. Further detail can 
be found within the Economic Statement 
and the Socio-Economic Chapter of the ES 
(Chapter F).

7 The Design: an outline of the principles 
of the design required by the parameter 
plans. Further detail on the design process 
is described within the Design and Access 
Statement.

8 Transportation:  a summary of the 
transport related issues associated with 
the development and the package of 
sustainable transport measures proposed. 
More detail can be found within the Transport 
Assessment (ES Appendix G1) and Travel 
Plan (ES Appendix G2).

9 S106 and Timetable: this section sets 
out an indicative summary of the planning 
application timetable and the construction 
period. More detail can be found within the 
Construction Methodology (ES Appendix C2).

10 Conclusions: an overview of the main 
aspects of the development, demonstrating 
that the application justifies being granted 
planning permission.

Public exhibition, October 2009
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1.1  Carlyon Bay comprises three bays; Crinnis, 
Shorthorn and Polgaver, originally created 
by human intervention through the diversion 
of the Sandy River that resulted in waste 
material from the china clay industry being 
deposited at the top of St Austell Bay. 
The site has an interesting leisure and 
tourism history involving built development, 
beginning in the 1920s and including the 
Coliseum (built in 1936) which was used for 
various concert events and fell into disrepair 
in the 1990s through lack of funding.

1.2  There have been a number of planning 
permissions for development at Carlyon 
Bay. Significantly in 1990 planning 
permission was granted for 511 holiday 
dwellings, together with over 10,000 sqm 
leisure/commercial space. This planning 
permission was renewed in 1996 and has 
been implemented. Ampersand Group 
Limited bought the site with extant planning 
permission in 2002 and between 2003-
2005 a revised sea defence scheme was 
proposed to provide defences in line with 
current recommendations. The resultant 
application for a new sea wall and beach 
recharge was refused by Secretary of State 
(SoS) who considered the beach re-charge 

1 Background

to be unsustainable. However, the SoS did 
confirm that the existing permission was a 
genuine fall-back that could be developed. 

1.3  Ampersand subsequently invited Commercial 
Estates Group (CEG) to assist in delivering 
this project, and the new scheme will be 
managed by CEG. CEG has a significant 
track record in delivering regeneration 
projects on sites involving complex issues 
(see www.ceg.co.uk for more details).

1.4  Following the SoS decision, discussions 
were held between CEG, Cornwall County 
and Restormel Borough Councils to consider 
whether a new scheme could be taken 
forward which would have more advantages 
for all, rather than simply continuing to 
implement the extant consent. A number 
of ‘red line’ issues were identified by the 
Councils that any new scheme should 
comply with including avoiding any beach 
recharge as part of the sea defences and not 
increasing the unit numbers nor commercial 
floorspace. This led to the preparation of the 
objectives and significant consultation about 
a new scheme that has culminated with this 
planning application.

View looking eastwards across Crinnis Bay Historic Photograph of the Cornwall Coliseum
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2.1  CEG appointed a team of leading consultants 
to review the various issues, liaise with 
key organisations and advise on the key 
components of the new scheme. (The 
consultants are listed in the ES). Of particular 
importance has been the need to address 
flood defence requirements, access and 
design. Following significant discussions 
and analysis, a revised proposal has been 
prepared and it forms the subject of this 
hybrid planning application. The revised 
proposal does not exceed the number 
of residential units nor the commercial/
floorspace previously approved. 

2.2  The hybrid planning application seeks:

i)  detailed permission for construction 
of sea defences at Crinnis and 
Shorthorn, works to Sandy River and cliff 
stabilisation; and 

ii) outline permission for a mixed use 
development including demolition of the 
existing buildings and preparatory site 
works, up to 511 residential units (65,500 
sqm GEA) for unrestricted occupation 
allowing a mix of permanent and 
short term stay (including apart-hotel), 
10,436 sqm GEA commercial/leisure 
floorspace (including 440 sqm retail 
floorspace), up to 100 sqm of creative 
space, construction of a podium level 
and undercroft(s) of up to 42,164 sqm 
GEA with up to 840 parking spaces and 
including ancillary facilities (including 
storage, management facilities and plant), 
infrastructure (above and below ground) 
at Crinnis and Shorthorn and a potential 
bridge link from cliff top and/or steps at 
Crinnis, a beach facilities building (50 
sqm), tennis courts, play area, picnic 
facilities and steps at Polgaver. Cliff 
stabilisation, works to the access and 
landscaping.

2 The Application

2.3  The hybrid planning application seeks to 
create a unique, high quality, mixed-use, 
managed complex that is open throughout 
the year. To achieve this, the application 
proposes unrestricted occupation of 
the residential units, resulting in a mix 
of permanent and temporary residential 
accommodation comprising a range of types 
of ownership at the site. 

2.4  Despite the proposed unrestricted 
occupancy, it is considered highly unlikely 
that more than a modest proportion of 
the units will be occupied as permanent 
residences. CEG has sought professional 
advice to estimate the realistic proportion 
of permanent units. This is based on an 
evaluation of the likely number of units 
that will be owned as second homes, 
via fractional ownership, for investment 
purposes and as private residences. The 
analysis concludes that the privately owned 
and permanently occupied residential units 
will be no more than about 25% (about 100-
125 units). 

2.5  A proportion of permanent private residences 
will assist in the creation of a consistent 
community – a heart for the development, 
and will help “root” the scheme in the local 
area. Unrestricted use of the accommodation 
will also reduce the seasonality of tourism in 
the area and provide permanent employment 
throughout the year. CEG will also provide 
off-site affordable housing through a financial 
contribution to be agreed with the Council. 
This will be set out in a S106 agreement. The 
inclusion of unrestricted occupation based 
on the above analysis will therefore give rise 
to a number of benefits for the development 
itself and the wider area. The planning 
statement explains these issues in detail.
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residences in order to test a conservative 
scenario. Where significant adverse effects 
on the environment are identified, mitigation 
measures are identified to prevent, reduce 
and offset these effects. As well as an 
assessment of the effect of the proposals 
against the current condition of the site, 
analysis has also been carried out to review 
the key differences in effects between the 
current scheme and those expected from the 
extant scheme.

2.9  The ES includes a Transport Assessment, 
Travel Plan [Bryan G Hall and Steer Davies 
Gleave], Flood Risk Assessment [MLM and 
HR Wallingford], Energy Statement and 
Sustainability Statement [Buro Happold] and 
a Framework for the Landscape and Ecology 
Management Plan [Baker Consultants].

2.10  The main conclusions from the ES on a topic 
by topic basis are summarised below.

Environmental 
Topic

Summary of Effects from the scheme once mitigation measures are in place

Demolition & Construction After Completion As compared with 
extant scheme

Water Resources Neutral/negligible Largely neutral/negligible with 
substantial/moderate beneficial 
effect due to a reduction in 
coastal/fluvial flood risk

Moderate/minor 
beneficial

Biodiversity Minor/moderate adverse effects  
in the short term on some  
habitats/species; but otherwise  
a neutral effect

Neutral/minor/moderate beneficial 
effects

Moderate beneficial

Socio-Economics Moderate beneficial Minor/moderate beneficial Neutral/negligible

Transportation Moderate adverse short term effect 
upon Sea Road and negligible 
impact upon Cypress Avenue and 
Par Moor Road.

Neutral/negligible Minor beneficial

Air Quality Neutral/negligible Neutral/negligible Minor beneficial

Noise and 
Vibration

Neutral/negligible Neutral/negligible Neutral/negligible

Visual and 
Landscape Effects

Moderate/minor adverse effects 
on some views in the short term. 
Otherwise neutral/negligible.

Varying from substantial beneficial 
to substantial adverse for different 
views ahead of detailed design of 
buildings

Minor/moderate 
beneficial

Geology and 
Ground Conditions

Neutral/negligible Substantial beneficial to neutral/
negligible

Minor beneficial

Waste Minor adverse Minor adverse Minor beneficial

Heritage Minor adverse/negligible Neutral/negligible Neutral/negligible

Environmental Impact Assessment

2.6  The hybrid planning application is 
accompanied by an Environmental 
Statement (ES) which sets out the findings of 
the Environmental Impact Assessment (‘EIA’) 
of the proposals. 

2.7  EIA is a process undertaken in respect of 
certain types of development as part of 
the planning process. It provides a means 
of drawing together the findings from a 
systematic analysis of the likely significant 
environmental effects of a scheme to 
assist local planning authorities, statutory 
consultees and other key stakeholders in 
their understanding of the impacts arising 
from the development.

2.8  The Carlyon Bay EIA has considered effects 
during the construction and operation of 
the development. The environmental impact 
assessment (‘EIA’) has assumed that no 
more than 50% of the proposed units (i.e. 
255 units) will be occupied as permanent 
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Planning Application Drawings

2.11 Drawings have been submitted for the 
detailed part of the planning application. The 
outline part of the planning application is 
accompanied by parameter plans, which set 
the framework for the subsequent, detailed 
design of the development. Two examples 
are shown below.

2.12 The illustrative masterplan represents one 
potential approach of how the parameter 
plans could be interpreted and therefore 
how the detailed design could be developed 
in the future. Please refer to the ‘Sources 
of Information’ section (page 20) for where 
planning application drawings can be viewed.

Parameter Plan 02: Development Sites

Parameter Plan 11: Maximum Building Heights - Development Zone A
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Car parking 840 spaces on Crinnis and Shorthorn
(5% of which are disabled parking spaces)

Creative space up to 200m2 GEA on Crinnis

Beach facilities building up to 50m2 GEA on Polgaver
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Areas given above exclude terraces, roof gardens and terraces, balconies, canopies and free standing plant buildings
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access road, footpaths, landscaping, street furniture, debris 
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Extent of hybrid application
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 relationship to the height of the cliffs
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3.1  The Sustainability Statement outlines the 
vision, key themes of sustainability and 
sets out a number of aims and objectives 
that should be achieved at all stages of 
the project. Sustainability relates to social, 
economic and environmental issues: the 
project seeks to address all three.

3.2  The development’s vision is to bring together 
sound sustainable design principles and 
operational and management objectives 
within the unique coastal location. The aim 
is to encourage a change in behaviour and 
lifestyle pattern, which is acknowledged as 
providing a more significant shift towards 
sustainability than purely a reliance on 
just greening energy supply. The extant 
scheme was approved at a time when 
there was little focus on the sustainability of 
development. The revised proposals have 
allowed a robust sustainability strategy to be 
adopted. Through modern design solutions, 
technologies and a focus on best practice 
this scheme should seek to be regarded as 
highly sustainable. 

3 Sustainability

3.3  The following targets are committed to as 
part of the proposals:

1 The detailed design for the residential 
units will meet a minimum of Code 
for Sustainable Homes Level 3, or its 
equivalent

2 All residential units will be designed to be 
passively ventilated

3 The commercial units will meet best 
practice standards

4 CO2 emissions will be reduced by a 
minimum of 25% compared to Building 
Regs Part L (2006)

5 A minimum of 15% of the site’s energy 
will be achieved through on-site 
renewable energy technology

6 Where practical, rainwater harvesting and 
infiltration will be used.
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4.1  The hybrid planning application is submitted 
following an extensive pre-application 
process. This was initiated by the signing of 
a Planning Performance Agreement (PPA) 
between Cornwall Council and CEG (June 
2009). A vision and twelve objectives that 
should inform the proposed development 
has also been reaffirmed with Cornwall 
Council officers (28 September 2010). 

4.2  CEG recognises the importance and value of 
consultation and, since the PPA was agreed, 
extensive consultation has been undertaken 
with interest groups, public bodies and local 
residents. The pre-application process is 
explained in detail within the Statement of 
Community Involvement (SCI) including; 
three major public exhibitions/consultations, 
the establishment of 2 liaison groups and 
various presentations.

4.3  CEG has spent considerable time and 
effort discussing the ideas for the Carlyon 
Bay development and seeking comments 
– whether positive or negative. The feedback 
from the three exhibitions has been carefully 
assessed. Overall a high level of support for 
the emerging proposals has been received.

4.4  Respondents from the third exhibition 
– that focused on design – considered 
the development would be beneficial for 
St Austell (7 people out of every 10 (70%) 
agreed/strongly agreed with only 1.5 in 10 
people saying it would not). 

4.5 88% of respondents strongly agreed with the 
aim to provide year round jobs. 

4.6 In addition, over 70% of respondents agreed 
that the development should be mixed 
including permanent private residential.

4 Consultation and  
Community Involvement
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4.7 There was significant support for the creation 
of a podium on Crinnis separating cars, traffic 
and car parking from pedestrians. 

4.8 There was also a high level of interest from 
young people at Cornwall College in job 
opportunities at Carlyon Bay, particularly in 
the area of construction in the next 1-3 years.

4.9  The feedback received has been an 
important influence on the emerging 
design of the development and several 
changes have been made to the project 
as a result. For example, contributions 
towards affordable housing, the provision 
of permanent residential accommodation, 
employment opportunities and a training/
apprenticeship scheme.

4.10  It is CEG’s intention to continue to engage 
with local interest groups, residents and 
other interested parties during the Council’s 
consideration of the application proposal 
and the subsequent detailed design 
stages, construction and operation of the 
development. 

Would you be interested in hearing more about the 

development and job opportunities at Carlyon Bay?

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

N/A

Public exhibition, June 2010
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5.1  The objectives for development include the 
essential aim to achieve adequate flood 
protection and that this will not involve 
beach recharge. There was also an aim to 
differentiate the sea defences on Crinnis 
from those on Shorthorn. The alignment of 
the sea defences and safety requirements 
have been fundamental in defining the area 
available for development.

5.2  The detailed analysis is set out fully in the ES 
(Chapter D) and the Flood Risk Assessment 
(FRA) (ES Appendix D1), which includes 
beach modelling, 2D and 3D model testing 
of the sea defences and a detailed appraisal 
of the proposals. The FRA demonstrates 
that, subject to detailed design, the critical 
requirements set out in Government 
Guidance (PPS25) are met and there will 
be no unacceptable risk of flooding to the 
proposed development within the site, or 
an increase in flood risk elsewhere. The sea 
defences and works to Sandy River form the 
detailed part of the planning application. 

5.3 The design and testing process has been 
discussed in detail with the Environment 
Agency.

5 Sea Defences and Sandy River

5.4  The proposed sea defences have been 
designed to avoid, minimise and mitigate the 
flood risk for the site, and provide a 1:200 
year level of flood protection. The defences 
have also been designed to take into 
account the effect of climate change, sea 
level changes and more extreme conditions 
over the lifetime of the project and to ensure 
that safe access/egress from all properties is 
maintained. 

5.5  The sea defence on Crinnis takes a hard 
engineering approach. It will comprise a 
concrete recurve seawall – the primary wall 
– with a promenade incorporating secondary 
and tertiary defences.

5.6  An alternative, less heavily engineered 
form of defence is proposed for Shorthorn, 
designed in the form of two bunds each 
built of beach material on the seaward and 
landward faces, with an engineered core. 
This is in keeping with the lower intensity 
of development proposed for this part of 
the site. No sea defences are proposed for 
Polgaver.

Testing of the 3D model of the sea defences at HR Wallingford
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5.7  The sea defences are set back out of the 
inter-tidal zone and further landward than 
the 2006 sea defence scheme and the 
extant scheme. This results in the creation 
of a larger beach and satisfies the Council’s 
requirement for no beach recharge.

5.8  The route of the Sandy River has been 
designed to accommodate an increased 
flow of water from the catchment, via the 
adits, should these be improved in the 
future. The design also takes into account 
the effects of high tides. A circular stilling 
basin immediately landward of the sea wall 
will dissipate waves that propagate up the 
river channel under extreme conditions. The 

stilling basin is to be lined with rock and 
contain a series of rock features that interrupt 
the path of incoming waves and promote 
dissipation of waves.

5.9  In order to maintain a high quality beach, 
management of the beach including raking, 
litter collection and localised re-profiling will 
be undertaken, for amenity purposes. 

5.10  A storm warning system will be in operation 
in order to identify trigger levels for closure 
of the parts of the development, i.e. the 
promenade, under certain extreme storm 
conditions. An evacuation plan for the public 
and residents is to be produced and agreed.

Plan view of part of the proposed sea defences on Crinnis, with elevation above
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6.1  The proposed development will be 
transformational; providing social and 
economic enhancements for St Austell, as 
set out within the socio-economic chapter 
of the ES and Economic Statement which 
accompanies the planning application.

6.2  The local economy is currently characterised 
by higher levels of unemployment than the 
Cornwall average, declining jobs in the St 
Austell area and lower levels of tourism 
related employment opportunities than 
elsewhere in Cornwall. 

6.3  The proposed development will create one 
of the largest private sector investments 
in Cornwall (£250m). The development 
supports many tourism and visitor initiatives 
set out in public plans and strategies. It is 
expected to generate significant annual 

6 Economics and Regeneration

operational and tourism expenditure 
within the former Restormel area and 
across Cornwall. The scheme represents 
a ‘transformational’ development with 
the potential to attract further investment, 
assisting in the future transformation of the St 
Austell area. 

 As a result of this investment by CEG some 
of the main social and economic outcomes 
are anticipated to be:

1 The creation of 425 permanent jobs in the 
local area (about 350 on site) and up to 
515 jobs in total across Cornwall through 
associated spending and use of suppliers. 
It is also estimated that at least 500 
construction jobs will be created over a 3-5 
year period. The net additional jobs on site 
would make a significant contribution to 
reducing local unemployment.

2 Opportunities for training and career 
development associated with employment 
opportunities on site. CEG has been in 
consultation with Cornwall College and is 
proposing to introduce a ‘Training Charter’. 
This will consider the training schemes 
which will be a crucial component of the 
operational commitment to improve job 
prospects of staff working at Carlyon Bay. 
Future training programmes may include 
training for young people (‘new skills’), 
re-training for older people (‘re-skilling’), 
creation of a Young Apprentice Scheme 
and engagement with schools. The timing 
of courses will link with the building and 
operation of the development. 

3 The creation of year-round facilities will 
contribute to an extension of the tourism 
season in the area and support year round 
employment and expenditure.

4 It is anticipated that the development will 
attract high spending, longer-stay visitors to 
the St Austell area and Cornwall as a whole, 
through the creation of new, high quality 
facilities. The spending of these visitors will 
be captured in the local economy.
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1 The buildings to be no higher than the 
cliff line

2 A ‘layering’ of buildings with higher 
buildings to the rear of the site

3 The creation of a variety of interesting 
and winding routes through the site 
with glimpses of the water between 
buildings/across open spaces

4 A pedestrian dominated main street, 
set back from the promenade and 
active public spaces

5 The set back of sea defences creating 
an additional 3.24 ha (8 acres) of 
beach

6 The use of extensive landscaping in 
order to create a distinctive landscape 
character for each bay and ensure the 
development integrates well into the 
surrounding local area

7 The use of green/brown roofs to 
provide visual interest, create new 
habitats and enhance biodiversity.

Design Principles

7 The Design

7.1  The agreed objectives include achieving a 
design that is appropriate for Cornwall. The 
design of the proposed development has 
therefore been informed through a careful 
analysis of several Cornish towns and 
villages in order to understand the essence 
of their layout and appearance. The following 
design principles have been established 
which are sensitive to the site’s coastal 
context and include the identified qualities of 
Cornish towns and villages.
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Illustrative Masterplan

7.2  Whilst the design of the mixed use 
development is only the outline part of 
the application, it has been necessary to 
test whether the various objectives can be 
achieved within the area available behind 
the sea defences. The design process 
is fully described within the Design and 
Access Statement, especially the analysis 
undertaken to achieve a scheme that reflects 
the urban design principles of Cornish 
towns and villages. In turn this has led to 
the preparation of parameter plans that will 
control and inform the detailed design. An 
illustrative masterplan has been prepared 
that demonstrates one possible design 
solution that meets the design objectives 
and accords with the framework established 
by the parameter plans.

7.3  The proposed mixed use development will 
achieve a high quality, sustainable, year-
round development. The design principles 
required by the parameter plans are 
demonstrated in the masterplan set out 
below and include the following:

1 The existing topography allows the design 
to be approached as 3 distinctive areas; 
Crinnis, Shorthorn and Polgaver. An 
objective of the scheme is to ‘rebalance’ 
the development without increasing the 
number of units or commercial/leisure 
floorspace. This will differentiate the three 
bays, whilst concentrating residential and 
commercial development on Crinnis.

2 Good public access and access for all will 
be provided. The promenade will provide 
stepped and ramped access points 
through the seawall and new access links 
will be created including a boardwalk 

Illustrative Masterplan
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along Shorthorn and steps to Polgaver 
from the cliff path. Varied pedestrian 
routes through the development will 
enable interesting design features e.g. 
glimpses of the water between buildings/
across public spaces.

3 The heights of building across the 
development range from +17m AOD to 
+29m AOD. The general building height 
parameter zones will create a layering 
of buildings, responding to the varying 
cliff heights at the rear of the site. This 
will ensure key views from the coastal 
footpath are protected. 

4 Varied building materials including both 
traditional (e.g. stone, timber and painted 
render) and more contemporary materials 
(e.g. smooth exposed concrete facades 
and brickwork), influenced by the Carlyon 
Bay site, Cornish towns and contemporary 
architecture. The traditional and 

modern influences will be incorporated 
in combination where practical. The 
materials palette will blend the buildings 
into the landscape, particularly on 
Shorthorn to visually integrate the rear 
buildings with the adjacent cliffs. 

5 The proposed landscape strategy seeks 
to create a distinct landscape character 
for each bay, informed by the existing 
features, whilst maintaining an element 
of continuity across the three bays. The 
rear of Crinnis will be characterised by 
the existing woodland and the proposed 
development will incorporate indigenous 
species whilst private gardens will contain 
more exotic species. On Shorthorn 
woodland planting will be introduced 
with a dune landscape towards the south 
of the site. The existing landscape on 
Polgaver will be retained and managed to 
ensure the protection of locally important 
species.
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Crinnis Shorthorn Polgaver

1 An urban development with a 
traditional Cornish grain, containing 
the majority of the residential units 
(at least 70%)

2 The majority of leisure and 
commercial uses at podium level

3 Parking and “back of house” uses 
located under the podium, in an 
undercroft area

4 Maximise residential units with  
sea views

5 Vibrant and active pedestrian-
friendly streetscape.

1 Buildings set within the landscape, 
accommodating up to a maximum 
of 150 residential units (30%)

2 Designed to respond to the ‘softer’ 
sea defence

3 Landscaping designed to 
strengthen the existing flora  
and fauna

4 Higher buildings located in the 
sheltered position near the cliff, 
maximising sea views.

1 A recreational beach with minimal 
facilities; nature trails, picnic areas, 
a playground, a beach facilities 
building and two tennis courts

2 A managed ecological reserve

3 Access via steps near Fishing Point

4 No sea defences.

Illustrative Masterplan - characteristics of the three Bays

Crinnis Main Square (artist’s impression)

Shorthorn Beach View, looking east (artist’s impression)
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8.1  The traffic related impacts of the project 
have been of particular interest to local 
residents. A key aspect of the assessment 
of the impacts has been to compare the 
traffic generated historically, that generated 
by the extant scheme and then look at 
viable measures to reduce vehicle trips 
associated with this new development. The 
Transport Assessment concludes that the 
proposed traffic from the development can 
be accommodated on the local highway 
network satisfactorily. It also concludes that 
the proposed development will generate less 
traffic than i) the previous uses or ii) following 
completion of the extant scheme.

8.2  A Transport Assessment (TA) including a 
Travel Plan (TP) is included within the ES 
Appendices G1 and G2. These explain the 
analysis and travel plan proposals in full. 

8.3  An important influence on the design of the 
scheme is the pedestrian – whether resident, 
guest or day visitor. Their needs should 
take precedence within the development. 
Accordingly, the proposals aim to provide 
a pedestrian friendly environment, and a 
high level of permeability within the site. In 
addition, the promenade will be a dedicated 
pedestrian route, with restricted vehicular 
access for servicing and emergency 
purposes only.

8.4  The proposed development includes parking 
on site for up to 840 cars and includes 
provision for 5% of spaces to be disabled 
parking spaces, with parking at Crinnis being 
contained under the podium level. Electric 

8 Transportation

car charging points and a car club will be 
provided. The existing car park at Beach 
Road will be retained and improved for day 
visitors (planning application submitted 
November 2010). Safe and secure cycle 
and motorcycle parking will be provided 
throughout the site.

8.5  The development proposals are based on 
sustainable transport principles and include 
significant public transport, pedestrian 
and cyclist infrastructure improvements to 
promote opportunities for residents, guests 
and staff to pursue travel modes other than 
the private car. The proposed TP commits 
to a target reduction in car trips of 20%, 
when compared to predicted level if the TP 
was not implemented. Within the package 
of TP measures (and secured via a S106 
agreement) it is proposed to introduce:

1 increase the frequency of a bus (along 
the 525 bus route) for a minimum of 
three years

2 provide staff buses

3 provide real time information within the 
resort about options/timing

4 pick up and drop off services at Par and 
St Austell rail stations

5 pick up and drop off services at 
Newquay airport 

6 introduce dedicated coach trips to 
major attractions.
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9.1  The programme of construction works is set 
out within the construction methodology (ES 
Appendix C2) and is based on reasonable 
assumptions and the collective experience of 
the consulting team with similar projects. An 
indicative summary of the timetable for the 
planning application process and construction 
period are set out in the table below.

9.2  Construction traffic will be guided to and 
from the site via Cypress Avenue (other than 
those vehicles that are too large to negotiate 
the Cypress Avenue railway bridge) and Sea 
Road. CEG has agreed with the owners of 
properties along the northern part of Sea 
Road that any damage caused to this road 
during construction will be repaired at CEG’s 
cost. The TA identifies that construction 
generated traffic movements are not likely to 
increase total traffic flows by more than 10% 
on any link.

9.3  Construction works will be limited to 08:00 
to 18:00 Monday to Friday and 08:00 
to 13:00 on Saturdays. No work will be 
carried out on Sundays and Bank Holidays. 
However, separate arrangements will be 
made with Cornwall Council in relation 
to the sea defence works due to the 
need to work with the tides. The hours of 
operation and deliveries will be controlled 
through a Construction and Environmental 
Management Plan. 

9 S106 and Timetable 

Activity Target date

Hybrid planning application to  
Cornwall Council

February 2011

Decision on planning application Spring 2011

Start sea defences Late 2011

Commence building apartments Spring 2012

9.4  If planning permission is granted for the 
proposed development it is anticipated that 
the permission will include a number of 
planning conditions and a S106 agreement. 
CEG’s suggested Heads of Terms include 
the following commitments:

. Jobs and Training: Jobs, training and 
an apprenticeship scheme with Cornwall 
College.

 Accessibility: Public access to the 
beach, beach facilities, public toilets and 
steps to Fishing Point. Also potential for 
picnic areas, playgrounds and tennis 
courts.

. Transport: Works to Sea Road and 
Beach Road, increased bus frequency, 
off-site parking regulations and traffic 
management, providing the top car park 
for public use, and access not only to the 
beach but also to paths, public squares 
etc. within the site.

. Affordable Housing: a contribution to off 
site provision.

 Education: A contribution towards the 
provision of education facilities.

. Flood Prevention: Works to Sandy River.

 Ecology and Geology: Polgaver 
ecological management area and 
providing site interpretation boards for  
the RIGS.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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1 The principle of development of 511 units 
and 10,436 sqm GEA commercial/leisure 
floorspace has been established by the extant 
planning permission at Carlyon Bay. 

2 The number of residential units and quantum 
of leisure and commercial floorspace proposed 
does not exceed the extant scheme. 

3 The design principles for the development 
(especially for Crinnis) have been informed 
by a thorough analysis of Cornish towns and 
villages. The detailed design will be guided by 
parameter plans. 

4 A permanent presence will be created by 
allowing unrestricted occupation at the site. 
This has several benefits including links with 
the area, year round employment and a 
contribution to off site affordable housing. 

5 A £250m investment - the largest single 
private-sector investment currently within 
Cornwall - will transform the St Austell area. 

6 The mixed-use development will be 
accessible to all. It will not be a “gated” 
community.

7 Public consultation has been extensive and 
resulted in significant support for the new 
development, with 7 out of 10 people agreeing 
it will be good for St Austell. Public consultation 
will continue over the coming years.

8 Sustainability considerations - social, 
economic and environmental - are main 

10 Conclusions

Aerial view of the proposed development (artist’s impression)

drivers of the design and operation of the 
development. 

9 Community benefits will flow including job 
creation (over 500 jobs during the operation), 
training programmes, significant contributions 
towards off site affordable housing and 
education, as set out in the heads of terms of 
the S106 agreement.

10 The environmental impacts of the 
development have been analysed. The ES 
demonstrates that no significant adverse 
impacts will arise. In comparison with the 
extant, the new scheme is preferred.

11 The transport impacts have been assessed 
and a Travel Plan prepared that will reduce 
travel by car by 20%.

12 The proposed sea defences and works 
to the Sandy River have been extensively 
analysed and discussed with the Environment 
Agency resulting in a scheme that satisfies 
the requirements of PPS25. Several further 
precautionary measures have been 
incorporated. There is no beach recharge.

 Overall, the application satisfies the 12 
agreed and publicly endorsed objectives. 
It represents significant improvements 
when compared with the extant, and 
meets strategic economic aspirations 
for Cornwall and the St Austell area. The 
application documentation concludes that 
planning permission is fully justified.
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Sources of Information

Cornwall Council Sources:

A full copy of the planning application and 
Environmental Statement can be viewed in the 
following locations:

The St Austell One Stop Shop  
39 Penwinnick Road  
St Austell, PL25 5DR

Cornwall Council’s website:  
www.cornwall.gov.uk/default.aspx?page=15927

CEG sources:

A full copy of the planning application and the 
Environmental Statement can be viewed at: 

The Information Centre  
The Beach  
Carlyon Bay 
St. Austell, PL25 3RG  
T: 0870 850 5858

and via the CEG website: 
www.carlyonbeach.co.uk

DVD copies can be purchased for £5 through  
CEG’s planning consultant:

Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners 
14 Regents Wharf  
All Saints Street 
London, N1 9RL  
T: 020 7837 4477

Planning Application 

The planning application comprises:

i Planning Application Forms and Certificates [NLP]

ii Planning Application Drawings (detailed and illustrative) [ORMS / HR Wallingford / MLM]

iii Planning Statement [NLP]

iv Design and Access Statement [ORMS]

v Economic Statement [NLP]

vi Statement of Community Involvement [NLP]

vii Arboricultural Survey [Baker Consultants]

viii Utilities Statement [Buro Happold]

Environmental Statement 

The Environmental Statement comprises:

Volume 1:  Non-Technical Summary

Volume 2:  Technical Assessments

Volume 3:  Appendices to the Technical Assessments
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Applicant   Commercial Estates Group    
Project Managers  Davis Langdon and DJCPM Ltd  
Planning Consultants Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners 
Architects   ORMS


